Protecting your supply chain during the coronavirus crisis

riskmethods Coronavirus Supply Chain Visibility Kit™

To support your business during this difficult time, Zurich and riskmethods are offering you **12 weeks** access to their supply chain monitoring tools at a reduced rate.

**The riskmethods Coronavirus Supply Chain Visibility Kit will provide insight into the segments of your supply chain that are impacted in as little as 48 hours. Zurich customers can subscribe to this special one-time offering, and Zurich will share the cost with you by paying 50% of the fee.**

riskmethods Coronavirus Supply Chain Visibility Kit™

This service enables you to quickly identify risks associated with the delivery of goods and the viability of your suppliers during the coronavirus crisis.

This service helps to ensure continuous monitoring and reporting as the situation develops globally for up to 1,000 of your supplier and customers. It provides early warnings and alerts covering a wide range of important areas including:

- loss of production within your supply base
- quarantines affecting suppliers’ sites, your own sites and supply routes including ports and airports
- transport obstacles such as the closure of borders, ports and airports
- force majeure and bankruptcy of your suppliers
- future sales prospects of suppliers.

Find out more about the service

> Coronavirus Supply Chain Visibility Kit

Request this service for a preferential rate [now].

**Stay informed with free daily updates**

riskmethods issue a daily ‘Coronavirus update’, which is available free of charge by registering [here].

**Helping you to mitigate your supply chain risks**

In addition to the above offering, our Risk Engineering team provides a COVID-19 crisis support to you and your teams.

**Your contacts are as follows:**

For UK/EU

Gavin Chalmers

For North America

Chris Snider

For EU

Otto Kocsis

You can reach all of the above contacts at this email address: covid19support@zurich.com

Find out more about how we – together with riskmethods – can support you to mitigate your supply chain risks.